Mobile Security in the
Financial Services
An overview of mobile security challenges facing modern Financial Services companies,
including changing technologies and compliance with government regulations, as well as an
in-depth analysis of how mobile cyber threats impact the industry.
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Key industry trends
1. Increasing regulations
The Financial Services industry is undoubtedly one of the most highly regulated in the world. As new technologies continue to emerge,
governments are constantly adapting to shifting business models and consumer behavior, leading to new regulations. This is no more
apparent than when it comes to risk management and cyber threats.
The regulatory landscape is becoming increasingly complex. The burden is largely falling on the shoulders of IT teams to implement
compliant, yet agile, architectures that drive innovation while curbing costs.
GDPR is the regulation that has occupied headlines throughout the past couple of years, but this is only one of many that FS companies
have had to comply with in developing their IT strategies.
In the US, the California Consumer Privacy Act was signed into law in June 2018 to establish new consumer privacy rights whilst
increasing liability for data breaches. The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA), also known as the Financial Modernization Act of 1999,
is a US federal law that, under the Safeguards Rule, expects financial institutions to be able to demonstrate how consumers’ private
information is protected. The New York State Department of Financial Services (NYDFS) cybersecurity regulation requires all DFS
regulated entities to adopt the core requirements of the cybersecurity program through the implementation of a cybersecurity policy,
designation of a CISO, periodic pen testing and vulnerability assessments as well as a string of other requirements.
The regulations mentioned above represent only a handful of the US laws affecting data and privacy. In the UK there is the Data
Protection Act 2018; Germany has the German Privacy Act 2018; revisions were made to the French Privacy Act to comply with
GDPR – the list goes on as data and privacy comes to the forefront of not only IT agendas, but overall organizational agendas.
Every nation and international body is evaluating how to best approach digital-centric economies. Regulatory compliance has
become of paramount importance for every business. With an ever-increasing mobile footprint, IT and Security professionals need to
consider the impact of mobility on data privacy and determine whether they have the appropriate technologies in place to guarantee
compliance.

“Consumer confidence is eroding more and more with every data
breach. It’s never been more important to take those precautionary
measures to secure your IT infrastructure, inside and outside the
perimeter. Too many companies wait until it’s too late to set up
sufficient protections that extend to endpoints like mobile.”
ALEX CHERIAN,
SENIOR OFFERING MANAGER AT IBM SECURITY
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2. Moving to the cloud
Across industries, there is a general shift toward the cloud model, whether it be partial or full adoption. For the more traditional
FS incumbents, the cloud offers an infrastructure that is agile relative to in-house legacy systems, helping them compete with more
nimble challengers.
It’s easy to see cloud technology through rose-tinted lenses, but it is not without its pitfalls and not everyone is convinced. Compliance,
legal and some IT teams can be skeptical of cloud technologies. Outsourcing means control is diminished, whether it be over the
service provided or data residency. In an industry as vigilantly regulated as the Financial Services, this can be more control than some
companies are willing to relinquish.
However, commercial demands are necessitating migration to the cloud—not necessarily for business-critical systems, but for noncore processes like HR and Marketing. This means FS companies and governing authorities will need to adapt to a new norm.
In Europe, the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS), Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) and the European Banking
Authority (EBA) have all published guidance on the use of cloud service providers (CSPs), with the latter specifically focusing on the
Financial Services. In the UK, the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) has followed suit and published its own guidance pertaining to
firms outsourcing to the cloud and other third party IT services.
There is also ISO IEC 27017 which provisions guidelines on information security controls for the use of cloud services. Despite all
of these guidelines, accreditations and regulations, these technologies are in their infancy. Organizations and authorities are still
exploring how to best approach the cloud. Financial Services companies in particular need to consider the effect of cloud adoption on
operational resilience.

3. Supporting BYOD
According to Forrester, 64% of devices in Financial Services firms are employee-owned. There are two main reasons why BYOD is so
appealing to this industry.
The first, and most obvious: it removes the equipment cost. Second, it can limit the legal liability of organizations if employees use
mobile devices to carry out illegal activities, such as insider trading.
IT teams supporting this BYOD model are tasked with walking a fine line between protecting corporate data and respecting end-user
privacy, all while remaining compliant with the cascade of industry regulations:
By recognizing the unique mobile requirements of this industry as well as the threats affecting mobile users, IT and security leaders
can develop a better security strategy that extends beyond the protected perimeter.

Case Study
Multinational British Bank
A multinational British bank was seeking an MTD (Mobile
Threat Defense) solution for its BYOD Android devices. The
company had rolled out an Android Enterprise container
solution managed by BlackBerry UEM to these devices. The
company required a solution that is fully integrated with its
UEM for automated compliance actions, and minimal impact
on the user in any given scenario.
They also required the corporate container to be blocked or
wiped automatically if a threat is detected or if the MTD app
is missing from the device. The company was aware that it
needed to be alerted to security threats but wanted to limit
the amount of information the MTD solution provided to IT
admins due to privacy laws.
Demonstrating the diversity of fleets within Financial
Services firms today, this company also requested
integrations with Microsoft Intune and Office 365 as well as
support for iOS devices. Luckily, they can achieve this level
of interoperability with Wandera.
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A highly targeted
industry in 2019
The number of data breaches
reported by UK Financial
Services firms to the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA)
increased by 480% in 2018.

Financial Services firms that
have reported breaches in
2018 include RBC Royal Bank,
Goldman Sachs, Sallie Mae,
and Dun & Bradstreet.

Hackers gained access to
HSBC’s US customer accounts,
stealing names, addresses,
contact information, birthdates,
account information and
transaction history.
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The average annualized cost
of cyber crime for Financial
Services firms was calculated
at $18.28 million per company
while the average cost across
all industries is $11.7 million.

A former employee at SunTrust
Banks stole the names,
addresses, phone numbers,
and account balances of 1.5
million customers.

Attackers managed to gain
access to the Royal Bank
of Canada’s travel rewards
website and stole payment
card data belonging to
66,000 customers.
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Mobile Considerations in the
Financial Services
1. Handling highly sensitive client information
Financial institutions manage large volumes of sensitive customer information and the breach of such data can be costly. The Financial
Services industry is heavily regulated and companies need to be mindful of how employees handle customer information and
communications.
The Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) II has imposed tighter regulations on how companies in the EU record
interactions between companies and clients. The directive was updated in 2018 to include ALL phone and electronic communications.
The Department of Labor (DOL) Fiduciary Rule is similar for the US, but has been delayed.
Mobile presents a problem.
Mobile communication applications like Whatsapp make it difficult to capture and record messages. This is why some companies,
including Deutsche Bank, have decided to ban apps of this nature to save technical headaches. The penalty for non-compliance is high.
UBS and Goldman Sachs were fined £27.6m and £34.3m respectively for breaching MiFID II.
FS companies need to have a process in place to manage information sharing with third parties. For example, consider underwriting
firms that help companies prepare for IPOs. They are tasked with figuring out issues like how much money needs to be raised and the
type of securities that should be issued, as well as the agreement between the underwriter and the company itself. All of this involves
highly sensitive information that is transferred between organizations with differing levels of security.
Another common example of sensitive information handled over mobile is when financial advisors use mobile devices to access KYC
apps while in transit to client meetings. Without IT management of these devices, client data flowing through those apps might be at
risk.

Case Study
American Multinational
Investment Bank
An American multinational investment bank recently did
the underwriting for a high-profile, Silicon Valley IPO, so
data loss became a major concern for the company. The
IT team wanted to ensure that employees were not using
their mobile devices to conduct work over public Wi-Fi
where they could be subject to a man-in-the-middle attack.
The team also wanted to ensure that even mobile devices
within the protected network had a conditional access tool
to verify the person, the device, and the risk posture of the
device accessing corporate resources at all times. They also
wanted to ensure employees weren’t exposing or exfiltrating
the company data via unauthorized file-sharing services.
They implemented Wandera and integrated it with their
UEM (Unified Endpoint Management) solution to ensure
conditional access was in place, that threats were being
detected and blocked in real time, and that unauthorized
services such as DropBox were blocked via both the app and
the browser.
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2. Managing IT access for contractors and temporary staff
The Financial Services sector relies heavily on specialized contractors, in particular IT and mid-to-back office professionals are highly
sought after. Managing the information security aspects of contractor and temporary workers can be complex, necessitating a clear
set of rules to govern and monitor access. Surprisingly, only 18% of businesses require their third parties to adhere to a cyber security
policy.
Contractors form part of the extended enterprise and bring a number of unknown, unmanaged variables to IT security practices.
As the Financial Services industry migrates to the cloud and moves away from monitoring contractors on premise, IT teams need
to better manage access to ensure regulatory requirements are met. Identity and Access Management (IAM) enables companies to
better provision, control and revoke access as well as implement role-based access controls to prevent unnecessary privileges. Cloud
services like AWS and Microsoft Azure provide the facility to connect IAM with third-party IAMs to better manage external access.
However, the use of mobile devices adds further complexity to third-party access management. In-house teams are reliant on thirdparty vendors practising good cyber hygiene—not sharing usernames and passwords among team members (and beyond) and having
appropriate security controls and configurations for devices in place. With conditional access, IT teams are able to set policies that
dictate access management based on device and session variables like OS version, network secureness and location, mitigating the
risk exposure on mobile.

Case Study
UK Based Retail Bank
A UK-based retail bank implemented a triage of security
solutions for members of the C-suite that travel often, to
trial a zero-trust security model for mobile. The IT team
implemented Wandera to deliver dynamic mobile risk
assessments that flow into a conditional access policy which
is aggregated by their UEM and enforced through their IAM
product. Only once the user and device are in compliance
will access to corporate apps be granted.

3. Ensuring continuity of services for staff on the road
Travel is a necessity for many financial advisors, client advisors, mortgage/loan officers or fund managers. In private equity, it’s quite
common for both clients and potential investments to be located overseas. This creates a need for extra security measures to protect
organizations from threats over public Wi-Fi or internet surveillance by foreign governments, as well as excessive data roaming bills.

Case Study
Asset Management Firm
The IT team at one of the world’s largest asset management
firms came to Wandera for a mobile security and data
policy audit because their cellular data bills skyrocketed
almost overnight. Wandera’s audit found an unusually low
percentage of traffic going over Wi-Fi. It turns out, the
company’s security team had issued an undocumented
mandate instructing employees to stay off Wi-Fi due to
the risk of man-in-the-middle attacks. The IT team then
implemented Wandera so that employees could use Wi-Fi
while being protected by Wandera’s fail-safe encryption
which launches a secure VPN in the event the user connects
to a suspicious hotspot.
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Mobile threats affecting Financial
Services by the numbers
To understand this sector’s exposure to cyber threats, we analyzed six months of security data from 225 of our Financial Services
customers that, collectively, have 50,000 devices under management. There were 4.7 million events across these devices, averaging
around 21,000 events per customer, on mobile alone.

Phishing

It’s unsurprising to see that Financial Services companies are more of a phishing target than other types of companies, with 57.33%
Financial Services companies experiencing phishing attacks relative to 42.2% cross-industry.
A report by the ACCA – Cyber and the CFO – suggests 69% of FS companies recognize phishing and spear phishing attacks as an
applicable threat against their organization.
According to another study, Financial Services employees are most likely to click on a phishing email, with 29% admitting to clicking on
a phishing email at work, relative to the cross-industry average of 11%.
Phishing attacks are a daily threat for Financial Services companies and employees need regular training to help identify phishing
attacks—not only via email, but also through social media and other messaging platforms. However, given the growing sophistication
of phishing campaigns, FS companies can’t rely on awareness training as the only layer of defense. A multi-level approach needs to be
adopted at the endpoint and in the network to offer comprehensive protection against phishing.

Malware

Despite all of the scaremongering around malware, it’s not as big an attack vector as people typically think, with less than 1% of
companies having experienced malware attacks. However, they do occur and cybercriminal groups are becoming highly targeted in
their approach. For example, a Whatsapp vulnerability that enabled spyware to be installed on targeted devices was by no means a
wide-scale attack, but the potential impact was substantial.

Cryptojacking

On average, 18.6% of companies have experienced mobile cryptojacking attacks. This came in slightly higher for Financial Services
firms at 26.67%. Financial Services users appear to use devices more responsibly than users in other industries, so the overall device
impact is less notable than that of some other threat vectors like phishing.
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Man-in-the-middle attacks

Financial Services employees have seen a high number of incidents associated with man-in-the-middle attacks and risky hotspots
(35.56%) compared to cross-industry figures (24.05%). Of the risky hotspots, 59.67% in the Financial Services sector were travelrelated, indicating that FS employees who travel need greater protection.

Mobile risks affecting
Financial Services
Out-of-date operating system

Despite the BYOD trend discussed earlier, more users in Financial Services maintain their devices with the latest operating system
and security patches. This may be reflective of well-documented policies and firm management strategies within FS mobile work
programs.

Lock screen disabled

One of the most basic security measures is using a lock screen, so it’s surprising that for every 20 employees, there is one with their
lock screen disabled. This has huge ramifications if a device without a lock screen is lost or stolen.

Jailbroken or rooted devices

This data is reflective of rooting and jailbreaking being less common among users in general. App stores are fairly open and smartphones
are already customizable enough. Users don’t want to bother doing more with an unstable and potentially non-performant phone.
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Sideloaded apps installed

Within the Financial Services sector, 2.88% of iOS devices have sideloaded apps and 3.76% of Android devices have sideloaded apps.
Sideloaded apps can be an indicator of users exhibiting riskier mobile behavior.

Password leaks

Password leaks are not uncommon, but they only impact about 1% of mobile devices. Larger organizations and those that tend to
have more liberal usage policies are more likely to encounter password leaks, as they are less stringent with their policies governing
application usage and acceptable web content.
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Recommendations
With data breaches costing upwards of $3.86 million , prevention is better
than remediation. We recommend that Financial Services organizations use
this checklist for developing a mobile security strategy:

>> Outline the requirements based on the use cases for mobile:
>> W
 hat are you trying to enable employees to do on mobile—access email or access sensitive databases? Segment data so
access can be granular.
>> Evaluate your use cases and define requirements for your mobile workforce.
>> T
 he above requirements will inform your device ownership model—which device types will you support, who owns them, and
how are they managed?

Deploy a UEM for device level control
>> If appropriate, deploy a UEM solution that will enable you to provision devices with corporate resources and undertake ongoing
device compliance checks.

Connectivity
>> R
 egarding connectivity and cloud applications, determine what you need to know about users, devices, networks and apps
before you grant them access to corporate resources.

Define acceptable use
>> Review your existing acceptable use policies and ensure that mobile is incorporated.
>> Implement an acceptable use policy for each appropriate subset of devices to control shadow IT and unwanted usage and to
ensure regulatory compliance.

Expand access management policies to incorporate device risk posture
>> Implement a mobile-friendly IAM (Identity and Access Management) solution for authentication to corporate apps
>> Incorporate mobile risk assessments into your IAM policies to ensure that device risk posture is considered.
>> Ensure risk posture is continuously evaluated for the duration of a session.
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Deploy a Mobile Threat Defense Solution (MTD) to protect against cyber
threats and usage risk
>> E
 nsure that your MTD solution has a strong endpoint detection capability and an in-network architecture to prevent attacks
before they get to a device.
>> E
 nsure that your MTD solution can address both external cyber threats (like phishing, man-in-th-middle attacks, malware) and
usage behavior risks (side loaded apps etc)
>> F
 or all security tools, ensure appropriate configurations are made to address the threat vectors that are appropriate to your
business while respecting the privacy of your end users.
>> E
 valuate the MTD’s machine-learning capability to understand how the threat engine identifies and protects against new
threats.

Revisit this list often and consider what changes need to be made based on
the following:
>> Changes in company size and composition, eg. mergers or acquisitions
>> New regulations that affect the way you handle data
>> Evolving IT strategy
>> Threats that you have seen affecting employees
>> New applications employees need to get their jobs done

If you’d like to learn more about
protecting your organization from
mobile threats, get in touch with
one of our mobility experts today.

Get a Free Trial

Wandera Ltd
45 Mortimer Street
London W1W 8HJ

Wandera Inc.
220 Sansome Street, Suite 1400
San Francisco CA 94104

+44 (0) 203 301 2660

+1 (415) 935 3095
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